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And because all warblers have their own story, a little list with the leaders in the field is
given here........
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Description Ring Colour Territory Remarks

number code

Most beautiful warbler R737864 RERX 51.2,  Leucistic or not, she's just beautiful with this light-coloured 
later plumage
103.1

Most cosy warbler R737672 NELX 93 Always sings a nice song for you (Nellie)
Most immoral warbler K278267 YROX 51,1 Oldie, born in 1996 and 'did it' for years with his grand-

daughter NNMX

Most immortal warbler J368318 OOAX 48 Oldest warbler alive on Cousin, rung as subadult by Jan K.
himself in 1993

Most persistent warbler R737869 WWMX 92 Born in terr. 17 near the research house and flew as
subadult to territory 92 on the other side of Cousin. There 
she gained a breeding position, but the first nesting 
attempt failed. In the next season we found her back in one
of the neighbouring territories in a crappy state and
apparently chased away by another female. But... WWMX 
fought back and next year she regained her spot and mate.
There she successfully raised chicks ever since.

Most annoying warbler V267190 OOWX 92 She was the nasty lady in the story of WWMX. 
Besides, it took 5 afternoons to catch her

Most brave warbler R737606 BXLY 92,1 Flew from Cousine to Cousin; a female of course

Most nervous warbler P361990 YWMX 33 Man, this guy knows how to guard a nest!

Most predictable warbler1 K278047 GGeX 48 Builds her nest always in the same little tree next to the
trail but will fail at all times. After two attempts she will try 
the tall Pisonia on the opposite side of the trail.

Most fertile warbler R737550 BGXZ 58 Always 2 or 3 eggs in the nest
(with help of BEBX (Beppie) et al.)!

Most infertile warbler2 N748875 EGSX 17 All those nests, all those eggs, all this climbing… but no
chicks

Most confusing warblers N021968 BBYX  88 YBBX, of all 120 territories you could choose from.. why did
and and you have to move to a territory where BBYX was already 
V267189 YBBX present?! Do you know how annoying this is for observers!

Most relaxed warbler P885936 RLAX 16 What's in a name…

Most womanizing warbler P885915 WGAX 50,1 Was simultaneously 'running' two nests with two different 
females

Most sticky warbler V267393 EVVX 53 Poor young male named Sidonia, because he was caught in
Pisonia seeds

1Runners up: BNBX (terr. 92.1) and NVAX (terr. 52), always nesting in the same tree. 
2Runner up: EBMX (terr.41.1) but at least her nests are easy to reach in the low vegetation.








